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In this new crowd-sourced guide of the eternal city, 100 Romans share with you their secret spots,

their top restaurants and their favorite bars. Savvy travelers may already know some of these

recommendations, but most are surprising additions you will be hard pressed to find on the

usual-suspect &apos;trip advisory&apos; sites.Ã‚Â Packed with curated suggestions of where to

hang out, eat and drink in Rome, this guide will prod you to venture beyond the epicenter of the

metropolis to discover the best hidden gems of the city, known only to its insiders.Romans love their

city. They also love to play, to eat well, and to live life on the slow lane when the mind, heart and

soul require it. This book is as much a travel guide of Rome as it is a love letter to a city from

citizens who are eternally in love with where they live. Because for all the frustrations of its daily

grind, Rome remains an irresistible seductress. Whether you are a seasoned traveler to the city, a

newbie, or indeed a seventh generation Roman, prepare to discover this magical land in its truest

color. A color as mesmerizing as its salmon-tinted evening lights reflecting on monuments and

structures as timeless as time itself.
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Very unique perspective on some of Roma's most quaint and tasty spots. Written from a very

personal perspective by a variety of people with different backgrounds from each other, each one

unique and novel and based on actually living in the city. This gives the reader the chance to

combine their impression not just of the bar/restaurant/secret spot being recommended, but also of



who personally is making the recommendation. A novel approach to a guide to Roma that I found to

give a nice special touch.

This is mandatory if your traveling to Rome. I will be buying more for my future travels

There are so many city guides out there, but the criteria chosen for most of them has never really

appealed to my desire to discover a city through the eyes of its inhabitants. This guide answers to

exactly that desire, and it is an utmost gem in allowing readers to find local places that would,

otherwise, remain unknown to most visitors. In fact, I believe it's a great guide for locals as well who

can trust and relate to other locals secret spots. I highly recommend it, and I am not surprised I see

it now at #1 on 's list.

I have lived in Rome for eight years, where has this book been?!! So beautifully presented and

chock full of insider information, I am so curious where the book will take me next. Filled with little

gems and personal accounts from all different points of view and experience, this book makes

navigating this sometimes overwheming city a lot easier. Highly recommended if you want to see

and experience the real Rome. Thank you!

This is a fun book, and good to read while I am planning my trip to Rome. However, each of the 100

Romans gives a restaurant recommendation which is excellent, however half of these restaurant

recommendations are illustrated with the same photo of tiramisu! Each of the 100 Romans tells their

"secret spot" in the city, and all of them are good, but many are hardly "secret": campo de fiori,

piazza navona, the Roman Forum. the paper and quality of the print is cheap, similar to bad xerox

quality, and not worthy of the hardcover binding. Still, as I said I am getting excited for my trip so it is

still fun to read. Better bought on the bargain table for $5 (certainly not $29)Note: as I have been

writing this review I have discovered that there is no author indicated on the cover or title page. This

is really a sub-standard publication.

Great book on exciting places to eat, drink and visit from insiders that usual guide books would not

list. My complaint is that the book is difficult to follow as the suggestions are not geographically

arranged by section. In addition the listings do not tell you what part of Rome you will find the place

making it tough to plan your trip or know if it is in an area you will be. Also, many of the very small

photos are just stock photos repeated many times throughout the book that have nothing to do with



the cafe or place suggested. Seems the editing was rushed. Hopefully an updated version will be

coming. Lastly, the one map provided is useless. No detail at all. The map should show

corresponding recommendations to make it easy to know the locations. For a much better book with

great detailed maps and suggestions by area check out City Secrets Rome by Robert Kahn.

This is such an innovative book and unique way of discovering the hidden spots of the eternal city. It

is never easy to know where to eat and where to go when you are in a new town so who best to ask

than the locals!Very well presented and such an excellent book to have even if you live in

Rome!Well done to the author.

Loved this book! It has so many amazing places to discover. I absolutely loved some of the sites

and restaurants. What better guide is there than the locals? If you want to find some true gems on

your next visit to Rome I highly recommend!
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